
Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes

April 2021

ClientReports.dll

6.4.90 04/12/2021 I2104014 Telerik report one click print will again skip the print dialog window.

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.279 04/14/2021 I2012224 Added new DBOX Groups/User Types to support more levels of Customer 

logins. Added new core searches to support the new logins, (some of the 

new logins cannot see pricing for Sales Orders or Invoices etc.)

DBox Web Front End Components (WFE)

6.4.27 04/14/2021 I2103067 The Sell Items display category page will now only load as many items as 

should be shown on screen, instead of loading all of the items in the category 

at once.

I2012224 Added support for new Customer Login types. Added the ability to hide all 

pricing for Estimate/SO/Invoice using the Security options in the Control 

Panel.

I2102250 Fixed an issue where the associated product line would not be selected in 

the dropdown when editing Display Categories.

I2102277 Fixed an issue where the "Add News and Events" window would not load the 

"News Types" making it impossible to add new News/Events.

I2103039 Corrected an issue where the Item Description was showing instead of the 

Item No in the Item No column on the add sell items page in DBOX.

I2012223 Added support for different DBOX brandings (Logos, colour scheme, etc.) 

per customer login (associated with the Buying Group).

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.101 05/13/2021 I2102354 The Tools > Transfer Inventory function will now work correctly for 

uncompleted lines for an otherwise completed transfer, by either completing 

the transfer or providing feedback as to why it is unable to do so.

I2102011 For unapproved transfers that transfer onto a work order, show new columns 

showing whether the item is make/stock or buy as well as the open PO qty, 

open sub work order qty as well as how much inventory is already allocated 

to the work order line.  Users can now right click to access item running 

balance, Wo Material Manager and Inventory on Hand.

I2012057 The line Location combo has been corrected to show available quantity for 

the item.

I2103476 Large quantities will no longer throw the Overflow exception.

I2104306 Corrected issue determining if the destination location is a WIP location for 

work order related transfers.

I2104374 Ensure the To Consignment Location validation correctly handles all 

locations in all scenarios.

Seradex.Dbox.dll
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6.4.28 04/14/2021 I2103067 The Sell Items display category page will now only load as many items as 

should be shown on screen, instead of loading all of the items in the category 

at once.

I2103171 Implemented Bulk Saving to push data into ConfigBatch to enhance API 

performance

I2012224 Added support for new Customer login types for DBOX. Added support for 

easily adding new login types in the future.

I2010286 Corrected and issue where .Dbox was not retrieving the salesrep information 

correctly, when a sales rep is selected on the transaction web page.

I2102344 Fixed issue where Dbox configurations are lost when creating new 

configurations on a transaction requiring a lot of line items

I2103044 Fixed an issue where configurations on newly saved line items are  

overridden by the information on other line items.

I2103147 Documents attached in DBOX will now correctly update the 

DocumentStorage record when revised.

I2101212 Implemented initial and runtime data import functionality in the PriceList 

workbook.

I2012223 The Buying Group of Customer logins will now be returned in the Login 

Token call to support different brandings of DBOX per Buying Group.

I2102250 Fixed an issue where editing or creating a new Display Category on DBOX 

would not save properly for Product Lines.

I2101090 Correced issue where the first non- ID column of a query controlled config 

property is hidden when there are more than two columns from the query in 

Dbox

I2102205 Changed the authentication method for Sengrid emails to support their 

breaking change of no longer allowing Username/password logins for 

sending emails from DBOX.

Seradex.Dbox.Export.dll

6.4.9 04/14/2021 I2102217 Corrected issue retreiving new gl postings if the Labour Inventory Preference 

is enabled.

I2103041 Ensure for AP the proper AP batch file name is created in the export data 

and ensure only Ar and AP with the AR or AP batch file name is NULL not 

blank can come over.

Seradex.MasterApi.dll

6.4.7 04/14/2021 I2002159 Modified The Master API to be able to handle Clarify Deployments/Releases. 

Clarify will now show as an option in Web Update if the client has Clarify and 

an update for Clarify is available for deployment.

I2011196 On the launch of Orderstream, before displaying any expiry warning 

message to the end user, check our Seradex hosted data via web API for the 

customers license expiry date instead of just the local expiry date

Seradex.RestApi.dll

6.4.24 04/14/2021 I2012223 The Buying Group of Customer logins will now be returned in the Login 

Token call to support different brandings of DBOX per Buying Group.
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6.4.24 04/14/2021 I2103147 Documents attached in DBOX will now correctly update the 

DocumentStorage record when revised.

I2012224 Added support for new Customer login types for DBOX. Added support for 

easily adding new login types in the future.

I2103067 The Sell Items display category page will now only load as many items as 

should be shown on screen, instead of loading all of the items in the category 

at once.

Seradex.Utilities.MicrovellumSystem.dll

6.4.20 04/26/2021 I2104179 Microvellum import should no longer fail with comments above 255 chars 

(within the contraints of nvarchar(max))

Seradex.Win.Estimate.dll

6.4.32 04/16/2021 I2104221 Adjusted the logic to correct an issue where the UOM field is not displaying 

correct when changing selected value.

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.52 04/16/2021 I2104221 Correctly loads the related 'Owner Line No'

Seradex.Win.QuickConfigurator.dll

6.4.28 05/04/2021 I2103259 Corrected an issue where the Quick Configurator will crash when selecting a 

query filtering value for a regular index combo box property.

Seradex.Win.SalesOrder.dll

6.4.37 04/15/2021 I2104183 Release of memory from the UOM grid combo has been removed.

Seradex.Win.ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.6 04/23/2021 I2103372 Altered Service order to support launching from Tracked Assets and 

populating the default data as a new service order using the new Interface.

I2102223 The Checked property of the Hide Details menu item will now toggle when 

clicked, allowing the subsequent code to do its work

I2101114 Adjusted the logic ensuring that the system will delete the module 

user-defined details temp table after saving.

Seradex.Win.Shipping.dll

6.4.32 04/16/2021 I2104221 Adjusted the logic to correct an issue where the UOM field is not displaying 

correct when changing selected value.
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Seradex.Win.Telerik.dll

6.4.23 04/12/2021 I2104014 The option to print a range or selection of pages from the Telerik print 

preview window has been restored.

Seradex.Win.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.27 04/16/2021 I2104221 Adjusted the logic to correct an issue where the UOM field is not displaying 

correct when changing selected value.
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